Using the IET Library for
Student projects
Topic:
Renewable energy integration
with the distribution grid
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The IET Virtual Library:
IET Member only access to:
 E-book collections: Knovel, Engineering and IT
Reference Library, Wiley
 Database of articles, reports, news and market
research hosted by EbscoHost
 Log on to the IET website and go to
http://www.theiet.org/about/libarc/virtual-library
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Knovel:
 The Library provides members
with remote access to over 450
e-book titles from Knovel.
 Knovel is an interactive full-text
database of scientific and
engineering handbooks.
 Knovel provides quick, authoritative
answers to technical questions.
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How do you find relevant
e-books using Knovel?
 Enter the following search terms into
the search field:
grid and (renewable* or wind)
 This will find e-books on renewable
energy, renewables or wind energy
with sections relevant to grid
integration
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Here are Knovel e-books search
results - 40 hits:
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Here is a section from Knovel
e-book “Wind Energy
Handbook”:
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….and from Knovel’s “Energy
Storage for Power Systems”:
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from Knovel’s “Sustainability and
Environmental Impact of Renewable
Energy Sources”:
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Engineering & IT reference Library
(Books 24x7) is another e-books
service that IET members can access
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Wiley e-book collection:
 The Library provides members with
online access to a collection of over 120
full-text e-books from major engineering
and technology publisher John Wiley.
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Look down the list of books to
find something relevant:
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This Wiley e-book covers grid
integration: “Integration of
Alternative Sources of Energy”:
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Here is a summary of Integration
of Alternative Sources of
Energy”. The whole book is
searchable….
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EbscoHost databases are another
resource members have access to:
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These are the databases covered
by EbscoHost:
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Order a targeted search using
Inspec – The IET’s online database
of articles and papers








Inspec features:
Global coverage - nearly 10 million records containing abstracts
and keyword indexing covering scientific and engineering
literature from quality global literature from 1969.
Comprehensive coverage - in the fields of electronics, computer
science, physics, electrical, control, production and mechanical
engineering.
Specialised subject indexing by experts that retrieves accurate
and extensive results.
Archive file from 1898-1968
Updated weekly to provide timely information
There is a charge for this service – reduced rates for IET student
members – contact our library research team –
searchservice@theiet.org
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Next are a few examples of summaries of papers on
this topic. Inspec generated 60 hits published in
2006-2007


Title: Distributed generation and renewable planning with a linear programming model
Author Sadeghzadeh, S.M.; Ansarian, M.
Author Affiliation: Electr. Eng. Dept., Shahed Univ., Tehran, Iran
Conference Title: 2006 First IEEE International Power and Energy Conference (IEEE Cat.
No. 06EX1339) p. 6 pp.
Publisher: IEEE , Piscataway, NJ, USA
Publication Date: 2007 Country of Publication: USA
ISBN: 1-4244-0273-5 Material Identity Number: XX2007-00826
U.S. Copyright Clearance Center Code: 1 4244 0273 5/2006/$20.00
Conference Title: 2006 First IEEE International Power and Energy Conference
Conference Date: 28-29 Nov. 2006 Conference Location: Putra Jaya, Malaysia
Language: English Document Type: Conference Paper (PA)
Treatment: Practical (P); Theoretical (T)



Abstract: In this paper a long term planning for distributed generation and renewable
resources is applied. The dependence on fossil fuel imports render the adoption and diffusion
of distributed generation technologies and renewable resources a field of research
increasingly recognized as important. This study contains both technical and economic
feasibility of the distributed generation and renewable concept highlighting a set of items that
must be investigated before this opportunity can be adequately pursued. Among them are
understanding the technological impact, evaluating the kind of penetration in the distribution
grid, developing planning procedures that incorporate dispersed generation into distribution
systems, designing interfaces between distributed generation technologies and existing
distribution systems. The above clearly requires adequate modeling, and the presentation will
focus on this point. The experimental work is applied to Iran' Power system as a real power
system. The planning results are presented and discussed. ( 21 Refs)
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And another ….


Title: Integrating renewable energy sources into European grids
Author Hammons, T.J.
Author Affiliation: Glasgow Univ., UK
Conference Title: Proceedings of the 41st International Universities Power
Engineering Conference (IEEE Cat No. 06EX1501) p. 10 pp.
Publisher: IEEE , Piscataway, NJ, USA
Publication Date: 2006 Country of Publication: USA CD-ROM pp.
ISBN: 978 186135 342 9 Material Identity Number: XX-2007-00749
U.S. Copyright Clearance Center Code: 978 186135 342 9/2006/$20.00
Conference Title: Proceedings of the 41st International Universities Power
Engineering Conference
Conference Date: 6-8 Sept. 2006 Conference Location: Newcastle upon Tyne,
UK
Language: English Document Type: Conference Paper (PA)
Treatment: Practical (P)



Abstract: This paper examines the integration of new sources of renewable energy
into the power systems in Europe-challenges and possible solutions, application of
wind power prediction tools for power system operation, new tasks that create new
solutions for communication in distribution systems, wind power in Greece, integration
of dispersed generation in Denmark, EdF and distributed energy resources in France,
and new renewable sources in Italy, The paper also examines the European
Commission Technology Platform's vision paper on Electricity Networks of the Future
that was published in January 2006. In this respect, drivers towards smart grids, grids
today, and key challenges for smart grids of the future are critically assessed. ( 15
Refs)
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And another….


Title: Renewable energy and distributed generation in rural villages
Author Balakrishnan, J.
Author Affiliation: TDND Canada, Toronto, Ont., Canada
Conference Title: 2006 International Conference on Industrial Information Systems
(IEEE Cat No. 06EX1355C) p. 6 pp.
Publisher: IEEE , Piscataway, NJ, USA
Publication Date: 2006 Country of Publication: USA CD-ROM pp.
ISBN: 1 4244 0322 7 Material Identity Number: XX-2007-00546
U.S. Copyright Clearance Center Code: 1 4244 0322 7/2006/$20.00
Conference Title: 2006 International Conference on Industrial Information Systems
Conference Date: 8-11 Aug. 2006 Conference Location: Peradeniya, Sri Lanka
Language: English Document Type: Conference Paper (PA)
Treatment: Economic aspects (E); Practical (P)



Abstract: This paper on renewable energy and distributed generation in rural villages
is meant for developing nations like Sri Lanka, where there is neither infrastructure of
conventional source of energy nor sufficient conventional energy for distribution in
some rural villages. It is intended for a reader population that includes non-engineers,
from policy makers in the government to end users in communities, as well. As such
the discussion is limited to application and usage of technology only, not extending to
in-depth engineering analysis, such that an ordinary citizen to understand and realize
the benefits. It discusses technologies and application in conjunction with socioeconomic conditions. In essence the paper focuses and proposes viable application
of renewable energy and distributed generation in under developed areas of
developing nations to reduce the level of disparity in socio-economy. ( 14 Refs)
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Requesting articles:
 The Library document supply service
provides photocopies of full text articles
by post, fax or email (pdf) delivery.
There is a small charge for this.
 This may be particularly useful after an
Inspec search.
 For further information:
http://www.theiet.org/about/libarc/services/re
pro/
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The IET Library has books for loan to members
on this topic – order them online
http://www.theiet.org/about/libarc/services/sear
ch-catalogue/index.cfm
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Here’s what’s available for loan
from The IET Library:
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Any questions?





libdesk@theiet.org
T:+44 (0)20 7344 5461
F:+44 (0)20 7344 8467
The Library
2 Savoy Place
London
WC2R 0BL
UK
 http://www.theiet.org/about/libarc/
Open to members (and the public
for reference only):
Monday – Friday 9.00 – 17.00
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